Abstract. With y/k denoting the smallest strong pseudoprime to all of the first k primes taken as bases we determine the exact values for y/¡, %, i//y, y/% and give upper bounds for y/$ , y^o, V\ \ ■ We discuss the methods and underlying facts for obtaining these results.
Computer algebra systems, as for instance AXIOM [2] , use strong pseudoprimes for testing primality of integers. The advantage of such tests is that they are very efficient. The disadvantage is that they are only probabilistic tests when the integers are not restricted to certain intervals. To make such tests deterministic for integers in prescribed intervals, one has to know the exact number of necessary so-called "strong pseudoprimality tests". For this purpose we introduce the numbers y/x, y/2, ... for which we compute lower and upper bounds. These numbers are defined and discussed in this section; in §2 we derive some facts which are the basis for finding bounds for the numbers y/k. In §3 we discuss the methods which led to our results.
In view of Fermat's "Little Theorem" we know that n is certainly not a prime when we have b"~l ^ 1 mod n for an integer b with 1 < b < n -1. That is, if n is prime, then (1) bn~x = 1 mod n.
An odd composite number n for which (1) holds is called a "pseudoprime to base b" (we write psp(ô, «)). Usually, for a composite n there exist small bases b such that (1) is violated, but there are numbers n which are pseudoprimes to every base b coprime with n. These are called "Carmichael numbers". Therefore, a stronger criterion than (1) is needed for testing primality which leads to the concept of "strong pseudoprime to base b". When n = 1 + 2h d with d odd, h > 0, and when « is a composite number, then n is called a "strong pseudoprime to base £" if either (2a) bd = 1 mod n or (2b) btd = -l mod« for an integer k satisfying 0 < k < h . We write spsp(¿>, n) if and only if n is a strong pseudoprime to base b . From [3] we know that there are 4842 strong pseudoprimes to base 2 which are less than 25 • 109, but there does not exist any integer below this limit that is simultaneously a strong pseudoprime to all the bases 2,3,5,7,11. The last fact can be used for a fast primality test for numbers n < 25 • 109 , as is easily seen.
Now we turn to the definition of the integers y/k mentioned above. Let qx, ... ,qk be the first k primes. Then y/k is the smallest positive integer n such that « is a strong pseudoprime to all the bases qx, ... , qk . Thus, if n < yik, then only k strong primality tests are needed in order to find out whether n is prime or not. This shows the importance of knowing strong pseudoprimes to several bases.
From the paper [3] we obtain the following facts: In order to obtain a lower bound lk for y/k, one has to show the nonexistence of strong pseudoprimes to the bases qx, ... , qk less than lk . The upper bounds for the y/k are obtained by constructing strong pseudoprimes to the bases qx, ... , qk . How this is performed will be discussed in § §3 and 4.
Foundations of the algorithm
In this section we formulate some statements which form the basis for the algorithm in §3, where bounds for the numbers y/k have to be computed. The first statement requires the concept "signature of the prime p to the bases ax,... , aw". Let la{p) denote the smallest positive exponent x such that ax = 1 mod p , where gcd(a, p) = 1. Such an integer always exists by Fermat's theorem. Obviously, one has p = 1 mod la{p) ■ Let us further denote by A(g) the exponent of the greatest power of 2 that divides the integer g. For these p we have (using the 4th power residue character symbol) fl\ =5(P-D/4 modp.
hence, in view of (^) = 1, (-} =1 implies of'3'5) = (2,2,0),
Both p-types occur in each of the residue classes 29, 101 mod 120:
For an efficient determination of large strong pseudoprimes to several bases we use later on 
Algorithm
In this section we start by describing the general procedure for determining all strong pseudoprimes n to given bases, where n is bounded by a prescribed limit g and has a given number t of prime factors. We continue by applying this procedure to special cases, which yield the results presented in §1.
In all the following discussions we can restrict ourselves to squarefree integers, in view of Proposition 4 in [3] and the fact the congruences 2p~l = 1 mod p2 and 3P~X = 1 mod p2 do not hold simultaneously for any prime p below 3-109 [3] .
Let q¡ denote the /th prime, and let v = iqx,... ,qw). If a large integer g is given and t is a small positive integer > 2, then we want to solve the following problem:
Find all strong pseudoprimes < g to the bases qx, ... , qw that have t different prime factors. Case 1. We start by assuming t > 3. Phase 1. We determine all (i-l)-tuples ipx, ... , pt-X) with primes px,... , pt-X such that
We call the (i -l)-tuples satisfying (A), (B), (C) "feasible (i -l)-tuples".
Phase 2. For each feasible (/-l)-tuple ipx, ... , pt-\) we proceed as follows. We choose one of the primes qx, ... , qw as b .
Step 1. We compute r\ = lcm(/ft(pi), ... , hiPt-\)) ■
Step 2. If gcd(//, px ■ --Pt-i) > 1, then the (i -l)-tuple ipx,... , pt-X) is ignored. Otherwise, compute the multiplicative inverse c of px • ■ -pt-\ mod n, i.e., c = (pi---p/_1)-1 mod n.
Step 3. For each prime y < g/ipx---Pt-\) with y = c mod n we test whether spsp(^, px • ■ -pt-Xy) holds or not.
Case 2. We now assume that t = 2. For each prime p < y/g we first compute Xp = lcm(2, /fllip),... ,lqwip)).
Then all products P = p(l + klp) are computed for k = 1 + [p -l)/Àp, ..., l(g -P)/P^p] > where 1 -l-klp must be prime. For each product P we test whether spsp(i/, P) holds or not.
Improvements of the algorithm. A central problem of this algorithm is the following. Given v = iqx,... , qw) and a prime p, find all primes q smaller than a given limit with q > p and aq = ap . In order to do this efficiently, we apply Propositions 2 and 3. The residue classes defined by (QR) can be ignored in many cases, since we know in advance (i.e., independently of p) which primes q below a given limit satisfy (QR). So we know that (Fl) there are only 9 primes q < 106, q = 1 mod 4, with binary signature which yields 1440 classes mod 16336320. We find 12 primes q with 97 < q < 300000 in these classes, only two of which satisfy avq = ofa: q = 257953, 271393.
Further, we find 9 primes q = 1 mod 64, q < 300000, from the equation
®-®-©-OE)-(t)-G[)-';
but none of them satisfies aq = o^. Therefore, the above 2 primes solve the problem. In step 3 of phase 2 we can achieve a great reduction of the number of primality tests by applying Propositions 2 and 3. Let v = (2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17 Applications. We apply the algorithm to the following two special cases for w, g:
(SCI) ttfi = 5, gx = 3474749660383, (SC2) w2 = l, ft = 341550071728321.
It will be shown that there exists only one strong pseudoprime n < gx to the bases 2,3,5,7,11, and no strong pseudoprime n < g2 to the bases 2, 3,5, 7, 11, 13,17.
Further, we present all strong pseudoprimes < 1012 to the bases 2,3,5 in Table 1 on the next page (see also Table 7 in [3] ). It should be noted that Table  1 so that no spsp(^, n) exists with n < gx and which has more than 4 factors.
(b) t = 4. When t = 4, phase 1 of the algorithm yields 1557 feasible triplets ipx,p2,p3). Table 1 (continued)   923   number   240438464197  244970876021  245291853691  247945488451  252505670761  272447722207  291879706861  295545735181  307768373641  315962312077  331630652449  342221459329  353193975751  354864744877  362742704101  398214876001  405439595861  407979839041  431229929521  457453568161  490883439061  503691743521  505130380987  528929554561  546348519181  549866444221  591090138721  602248359169  641498618881  659937299407  688529415421  712614969307  729421133761 2443841  1609381  1650637  1966009  1729477   spsp-base   II  13 It is easy to see that we only need to consider triplets with px < 1361, p2 < 6427, p3 < 36269. In phase 2 we took b = 3. So we obtained 178 quadruples ipx ,p2,p3, p») which satisfy 3Pli>2/'3/'4_1 = 1 mod pxp2p3, but no spsp(i/, pxp2p3p¿) was detected.
(c) t = 3.
Here, phase 1 yields 42233 feasible pairs (jpx, p2), where px, p2 could be restricted to pi < 15139, p2<516991. In phase 2 we took b -2 and found 261 triplets (p\,p2,p3) with 2PlPlP3 x = 1 mod pxp2, only one spsp(i/, pxp2p3) with pxp2p3 < gx was detected. This integer is « = 2152302898747 = 6763 -10627 -29947. Now, it is easy to verify that gx = 3474749660383 = 1303 • 16927 -157543 is a strong pseudoprime to the bases 2,3,5,7,11,13, which means that y/5 < ñ and y/6 < gx.
(d) t = 2.
At first we compute for all primes p < ,/gl (that is p < 1864068) the value Xp as defined above. We further define pp = (/? -\)IXP and xk to be the number of primes p with 13 < p < 1864068 and pp = k. It turns out that zk = 0fork>6, t5 = 7, t4 = 47, t3 = 242, tx + r2 = 139238.
This means that for nearly all p our search for primes q with spsp(^, pq) is
For small values of p this search is very time-consuming (for instance if p < 10000 then the number of &-values to be checked is > 69000). Therefore, we used another procedure to perform this job when p < 10000. For each such p we calculated
and factored h (this is easy, since h usually has many small prime factors). When h has a factor q > p, then we tested pq for strong pseudoprimality to the bases 2,3,5,7,11.
Since no pair pq < gx with spsp(i/, pq) was detected, we have the resultŝ When t = 4, phase 1 of the algorithm yields 1902 feasible triplets (pi, p2, p3). In phase 2 we took b = 2. So we obtained 231 quadruples (pi, p2, p3, p^) which satisfy 2PiPlPiPi~x = 1 mod pxp2p3, but no spsp(i/, pxp2p3P4) was detected.
(c) i = 3. Here, phase 1 yields 154953 feasible pairs ipx, p2). In phase 2 we put b = 2 and found 265 triplets ipx,p2,p3) with 2P,P2P3~X = 1 mod pxp2, but no spsp(i^, pxp2p3) with pxp2p3 < g2 was detected.
We compute Xp = lcm(2, hip),..., lxlip)) for each p < 18481073. We define xk to be the number of primes p with 19 < p < 18481073 and pp = k. It turns out that fi = 0forÂ:>6, t5 = 1, t4=15, t3 = 207, xx + x2 = 1179824.
Again, for nearly all p our search for primes q with spsp(^, pq) is restricted to q = l + k • ^-with 3 < k < 2 §2 2 --pip-iy
Here we factored h = gcd(2p-' -1, 3P~X -1, 5p~x -1) for all p < 120000. It turned out that there is no spsp(^, pq) for pq < g2, but g2 = 10670053 • 32010157 itself is a strong pseudoprime to the bases 2,3,5,7, 11, 13, 17, 19. This means that yi-¡ = y/% = g2 . It turns out that for p = 4540612081 the number n=pi2p -1) = 41234316135705689041 is an spsp(i/, n) for v = (2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23 ). This n yields the upper bound for y/9 stated in § 1.
In the case of (H2) we solve the system C-H These two numbers yield the upper bounds for ^o, y/xx stated in §1.
Other bases than the first primes
If we use only the first k primes as bases, then y/k is the limit up to which primality tests are correct by performing k strong primality tests. When we take instead k arbitrary primes as bases, it is evident that the above 'correctness limit' may be increased considerably. But generally these bases are very large and not easy to find. We give a short survey on the magnitude of the correctness limit for up to 3 bases, when these are chosen conveniently. Recently, I found X(2,13,23,1662803) > 1012, meaning that up to 1012 only four strong pseudoprimality tests are necessary for proving primality.
Remark. All computations have been performed on an IBM 3081 at Heidelberg Scientific Center.
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